
TreeStuff Aerial Rescue Rally by Kask
Scenario 2 - Viking Tree

Treestuff.com/Rescue-Rally      |        Watch The Rescue Here: https://youtu.be/E4GCVq954CU

Category Score
( X / 5 ) Notes & Commentary from Officials

Site assessment and 
creation of plan 3.8

Mentioned the hydro lines a little late, otherwise great communication   |      The plan is made and executed. Good info to 
911   |      Delegating responsibilities.  Good 911 comms.  Identifying hazards.  General plan communicated.   |      Good 
communication with the team, and EMS.   |      good communication of plan and assessment, hard to hear 911 call so 
cant score that any better   |      

Contacted emergency 
services; quality of 

explanation and info 
provided

3.6

Efficiency, speed, and 
safety 4.2 Great ascent and plan   |      They stay in contact with the casualty and each other throughout the rescue   |      OK 

assessment.  Good team comms.   |      Very little wasted motion and good communication with team.   |      good smooth 
ascent and identification of hazards aloft. Would like to see Eye pro on climbers, the Pfanner shields are not eye 
protection.   |      

Continued inspection and 
assessment 4.0

Identification of hazards 3.6 Glad to see the first climber go straight to the casualty   |      They note a hanger and stow the chainsaw, note traffic and 
electrical hazard across the road.   |      Chainsaw mentioned by ground crew.  Unsecured rope and friction saver 
mentioned.  Chainsaw secured.   |      Not much for identifying hazards aloft.   |      would have liked to see the victims 
loose gear secured (ring and ring ) and the saw removed from aloft.   |      

Method and execution of 
mitigation 3.6

Assessment of casualty 
situation 3.0

Great patient care   |      The 3:1 helped them package the victim perfectly   |      OK assessment.  Jostling casualty.  
Decent teamwork aloft.   |      Quite a bit of movement of the injured during the initial phase.   |      no assessment prior to 
moving, moving patient prior to ems arrival   |      

Administration of first aid 
& assessing of urgency 3.2

Adequate and appropriate 
stabilization of casualty for 

transport
3.4

Choice of system and 
technical execution of 
casualty support/tie in

3.8
Awesome team work with both rescuers having important roles and working well together   |      the two climbers were 
able to care for Mandy much better than just one. Nice work.   |      What happened to the original 3:1?  Suddenly it's a 
zig zag.   |      Good choice of system and attention to the injured, not so much on speed.   |      Good use of two rescuer 
removal of victim, great patient centered removal   |      Quality of transport for the 

casualty 3.8

Quality of transition from 
suspension to injury 

appropriate position on 
ground

3.8
Great decent and awesome job getting her on the ground comfortably   |      All textbook   |      Laid flat, but head slightly 
elevated. Site clear.  Administering splint.  No EMS on site.   |      Good landing and care.   |      I would have preferred the 
two rescuers got the victim into a position of comfort while aloft and then moved to the ground once ems arrived and 
gave direction   |      

Care of site, scene, and 
equipment 3.8

Transition of care to EMS 3.6

Communicating the plan 3.8

Fantastic communication   |      It's Mandy's lucky day actually   |      Decent comms throughout.   |      More detail was 
needed on the plan and hazards.   |      good communication of the team but no communication with ems   |      

Communicating the 
hazards 3.4

Communicating with, for, 
and about the casualty 3.4

Reaction 3.8
Overall an awesome rescue! Lovers everything about it!   |      This is how I'd hope a rescue would go   |      Felt like a real 
response.   |      Hard to be realistic, but they could have had a little more energy about it.   |      this felt very real and was 
a great improvement from scenario 1   |      

Planning 4.2

Overall Realism 3.8
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